into battle
themselves to adopt these principles, to enforce them, and to submit
themselves to them.
How far, alas, do man's endeavours fall short in practice of his
inspirations! Great States and peoples have fallen away. Some
have violated the faith they had pledged. Some are seduced by
intrigue, or have yielded themselves to the cynical, short-sighted
and selfish. Many are oppressed by a sense of isolation and weak-
ness. Others are obviously frightened. The Covenant has been
broken. The League has been frustrated. Over all the anxious
Governments, over all the vast masses, broods the baleful shadow
of disunity and failure. In our ears ring the taunts of mockery
and the reproach of fiasco.
And yet we stand here to-day to proclaim that this was the
sovereign plan : that it remains at once the wisest, the most noble,
the most sane, and the most practical path upon which the men.
and women of every land should set their feet to-night: on which
they should march forward and for which they should strive with
might and main.
If the League of Nations has been mishandled and broken,
we must rebuild it. If a League of peace-seeking peoples is set
at naught, we must convert it into a League of armed peoples, too
faithful to molest others, too strong to be molested themselves*
Why should we deem this task beyond our strength at the
present time ?
Outside this happy Island the world is dark with storm. In the
Far East a brutal onslaught has been made upon what was thought
to be an enormous, unorganised people. But the Chinese, patient,
Intelligent, brave, though sadly lacking in weapons, have rallied
in resistance to the cruel invader and aggressor; and it is by no
meaw certain that in the end they will be trampled down. Here
we must recognise the service which Russia is rendering in the
Fax East. Soviet Ru^ia, without firing a shot, is holding the best
troops of Japan close gripped upon the Siberian front, and the rest
of the Japanese armies may not in the end be found capable of
subjugating and exploiting the four hundred millions of Chinese,
At home in Japan there is not only financial and economic strain,
but also, a social awakening of the Japanese people, wHch already
takes the form of serious discontent. If the Japanese nation be
earned in tso^t they will withdraw before it is too late from, a
vainglerbjis enterprise, which if pursued might cast away all the
TOsdexfal' progress they havejoaade in fifty years,
Let us return to Europe, Two Dictators, men of unusual iorce
and commanding ability, are saluting and embracing each other

